
Innovation is time



Innovation and technology moves us day to day.

We dedicate all our efforts to create electronic products that make your 
life better.

We take high standard technologies useed inn industries and electronic 
security to apply it on your home, making it more efficient ans personal.
Robots and Smart domestic cameras, pet feeders and coocking 
devices, between otheer apliances, execute day to day labors remotely 
in the moment and place you want, allowing you to enjoy life without 
lookig back.

We Are SmartMart



Smart Home is a life style. 

Is to adapt your house and synchronize it making it adapted to your 
activities freely trough technologic devices that can be controlled over 
Inteernet technologies, giving you comfort, efficiency and independence.

¿Smart Home?



Information: Knowing everything that is happening in your house you will 
be free of eny comncern.
Control: Adjust everything from your smartphone no matter where you are 
and whenever you want.
Automate: even without your phone, set schedules on the times you need 
on every device to make them work on precise moments.
Notifications: Get alarms and notifications of tasks or alerts in realtime to 
keep everithing under control.

The advantages
of a Smart Home



Simple Instalation with wireless technologies.
Convenient, user friendly design, intuitive and good looking.
Compatible with almost every platform.
Low power consumption. 
Integral: gives control above many of the tasks that your home 
needs.
Safe, with encrypted information and accesible just for you and 
whoevver you give access to. Certified privacy.

The advantages
of our Products



We rigorously supervise every step on the elaboration chain of our 
products, from the first materials to the delivery of the final product 
to our customers, making sure of getting safe and good quality 
products. 
Our products are certified accordig to CE, FCC y RoHS guidelines.

Quality products



My Smart 2
Household Appliance

SmartMart 2 is a smart vaccum cleaner that can be controlled 
remotely through a Wifi connection, allowing a automatic an 
intepedent performance.

Mysmart 2 has a suction power of 2000Pa, putting the quality of 
the product above the competition, making bigger also the water 
tank witha total capacity of 620 ml, wich allows to the device to 
work better on the essencial tasks of cleaning a spaces and 
surfaces.



Cleaning mode
WiFi

Suction power
Dust tank

Water tank
Battery capacity

Working time
Charge center

Charge time
Sensors

Anti-fall sensor
Voice control
Side brushes

Filters
Types of engines

Vacuum - Mope (6 cleaning modes)
Yes (App control SmartMart Home)
2000 pa
Yes, 500 ml
Yes, 120 ml
2600 mAh
120 minutes
Automatic 
4.5 hours 
10 anti-collision sensors
Yes, (3 sensors)
Yes (Amazon y Google)
Double
Hepa + Primary
Big engine BLDC CPN

Power
Suction power

Battery capacity 
Battery voltage

Input voltage
Output voltaje 

Box size
Carton Size

Weight
Warranty

15 W
2000 pa
2600 mAh
14,6 VDC
100-240 v
24 VDC 600 mA
325 *325 *80 mm
495x130*366mm
5,6 kg
1 year

Performance Specifications Technical product specifications

My Home app



My Smart 3
Household Appliance

MySmart 3 is a powerful cleaning robot. With a separate tank for 
water and dust you can perfectly complement its vacuum and 
mop functions. MySmart 3 has a suction power of 2000 pa. It also 
has a 170 mm high rotation brush. Efficiently cleans all types of 
surfaces with an astonishing 120 minutes of cleaning time. For 
greater cleanliness, MySmart 3 has a double chamber Hepa filter 
that allows you to filter 2 times, improving your results. Noise will 
not be a problem, because our vacuum cleaner emits only 65 db 
of noise, all without sacrificing the power of its BLDC CPN motor 
with high suction capacity.



Vacuum - Mope (6 cleaning modes)
Yes (App control SmartMart Home)
2000 pa
Yes, 270 ml
Yes, 230 ml
2600 mAh
120 minutes
Automatic
4.5 hours
10 anti-collision sensors
Yes, (3 sensors)
Yes (Amazon and Google)
Double
Hepa + Primary
Big engine BLDC CPN

15 W
2000 pa
2600 mAh
14,6 VDC
100-240 v
24 VDC 600 mA
325 *325 *80 mm
495x130*366mm
5,6 kg
1 Year

Performance Specifications Technical product specifications

My Home app

Cleaning mode
WiFi

Suction power
Dust tank

Water tank
Battery capacity

Working time
Charge center

Charge time
Sensors

Anti-fall sensor
Voice control
Side brushes

Filters
Types of engines

Power
Suction power

Battery capacity 
Battery voltage

Input voltage
Output voltaje 

Box size
Carton Size

Weight
Warranty



My Smart 3 Pro
Household Appliance

The new and improved vaccum cleaner My Smart 3 Pro, possess 
features that enhances the original model, makinng better alnd 
longer cleaning cycles and modes, with bigger dirt and water 
compartiments and more power. the Pro version allows suction of 
2500 Pa, with a battery of 2600mAh and a bidirectional audio 
system with camera, makingitr a unique device on the market. My 
Smart 3 Pro incorporates 10 pairs of anti-coallition and anti-fall 
sensors, and a advanced laser system that scans and register the 
area before the cleaning, contributing to make the map of the 
space even more detailed.



Vacuum - Mope (14 cleaning modes)
Yes (App control SmartMart Home)
2500 pa
Yes, 500 ml
Yes, 230 ml
2600 mAh
120 minutes
Automatic
4-5 hours
10 anti-collision sensors
Yes (3 sensors)
Yes (Amazon y Google)
Double
Hepa + Primary
Big engine BLDC CPN

15 W
2000 pa
2600 mAh
14,6 VDC
100-240 v
24 VDC 600 mA
325 *325 *75 mm
495x130*366mm
5,6 kg
1 Year

Performance Specifications Technical product specifications

My Home app

Cleaning mode
WiFi

Suction power
Dust tank

Water tank
Battery capacity

Working time
Charge center

Charge time
Sensors

Anti-fall sensor
Voice control
Side brushes

Filters
Types of engines

Power
Suction power

Battery capacity 
Battery voltage

Input voltage
Output voltaje 

Box size
Carton Size

Weight
Warranty



My Smart 7
Household Appliance

The new model, My Smart 7, joins our line of vaccum cleaners with 
a unique and exclusive proposal, allowing the user to experience a 
new and improved cleaning experience.

Autonomy gets an upgrade by making the vaccum powder 
extraction a simple and automatic task by cleaning it self on the 
charging base, allowing longer times of work, and generating 
maps of your house to point specific points of cleaning. The 
battery, now with 6400mAh also contributes to better and longer 
working times.



Vacuum - Mope (12 cleaning modes)
Yes (App control SmartMart Home)
3000 pa
Yes, 650 ml
Yes, 220 ml
6400 mAh
180 minutes
Automatic
4.5 hours
15 anti-collision sensors
Yes, (5 sensors)
Yes (Amazon y Google)
Double
Hepa + Primary
Big engine BLDC CPN

15 W
2000 pa
2600 mAh
14,6 VDC
100-240 v
24 VDC 600 mA
350 *350 *89 mm
495x130*366mm
4,5 kg
1 Year

Performance Specifications Technical product specifications

My Home app

Cleaning mode
WiFi

Suction power
Dust tank

Water tank
Battery capacity

Working time
Charge center

Charge time
Sensors

Anti-fall sensor
Voice control
Side brushes

Filters
Types of engines

Power
Suction power

Battery capacity 
Battery voltage

Input voltage
Output voltaje 

Box size
Carton Size

Weight
Warranty



My Smart Clean
Household Appliance

MySmart Clean is a windows cleaner that cleans automatically 
your glasses nno matter where they are or how diifficult the task is.
Via remote control and Wifi connection it can connect and clean 
inn the time you need, even when you are not in home, setting the 
cleaning mode you wish.
It possess a cleaning algorithm in zig zag mode wich allows to 
oget a full clean final result, covering 100% of the cleaned surface, 
including the safety mechanism that prevents accidents.



Mope (12 cleaning modes)
Yes (App Control SmartMart Home)
3000 pa
Yes, 270 ml
Yes, 230 ml
Li-ion 700 mAh
30 minutes
Automatic
2 hours
Yes (Amazon y Google)
Double
65 dB
HEPA + Primary
Big engine BLDC CPN

15 W
2000 pa
2600 mAh
14,6 VDC
100-240 v
24 VDC 600 mA
265 *271 *120 mm
5,6 kg
1 año

Performance Specifications Technical product specifications

My Home app

Cleaning mode
WiFi

Suction power
Dust tank

Water tank
Battery capacity

Working time
Charge center

Charge time
Sensors

Side brushes
Noise Level

Filters
Types of engines

Power
Suction power

Battery capacity 
Battery voltage

Input voltage
Output voltaje 

Box size
Weight

Warranty



My Smart Pet
Smart Pet Feeder

Improve your and your pet’s life with the MySmart Pet Feeder. 
Feed your pet remotely by scheduling meals at specific times or 
manually with the touch of a button on your phone, creating 
healthy routines. Keep track of what your pets are doing when 
you’re not at home with the built-in high definition camera, 
interacting through its two-way audio.

Feeds dogs and cats of all sizes, allows you to keep regulated 
feeding schedules or reward them with treats at any time you wish 
without interrupting your daily work. Talk to them to calm them 
down, listen to them react. Keep them close even when you are 
not there.



Storage capacity
Pellet size

Type of food
Time limit for voice 

message
Repeat feedings
Type of dispense

Image sensor
 Camera Lens 

Viewing angle
Infrared LEDS

 Image
Nocturne vision

Exposition
Minimum illumination

7L
Maximum up to 10mm
Dry food only
5 Seconds

12
Manual, automatic, voice command (requires 
smart speaker)
 1/2.7 Color CMOS
2.8MM
80° horizontal
2 pcs LEDs
1920*1080
5-10 meters
AWS/AGC/AES  Automatic
0.1Lux

SD card
Wi-Fi

Notifications
Mobile view

Energy
Batery

Consumption
Operating temperature

Storage temperature 
Dimensiones

Weight
Certifications

128GB SD card slot
2.4GHz IEEE 802.11b/g/n
Push notifications to mobile devices
Available for Android and iOS devices
5V 1.0A
x3 D-size batteries
10W/6W (infrared on/off)
0 to+55 °C
-10 to+60 °C
205mm*205mm*320mm(LxW xH)
2.0kg
CE; FCC; RoHS;

Performance Specifications Technical product specifications

My Home app



Water Pet Bowl
Water Pet Feeder

WaterPet Bowl is suitable for dogs and cats, has a smart shut-off 
function, and has a capacity of 1 liter of water. WaterPet Bowl 
sends an alarm notification for water level ensuring that it is not 
exceeded. It has a 24-hour uninterrupted filtration system.
WaterPet Bowl has the ability to connect to WiFi and is 
compatible with IOs and Android, also is able to connect with 
Google Home and Alexa devices.
Due to the possibility of WiFi connection it is possible to connect 
our cellular devices and use it as a control.
You can connect to Amazon Alexa and Google assistant.



App
WiFi

OS
Capacity

Voice control
Notifications

Higene
Safety

Suitability

SmartMart App.
WiFi connection.
Compatible Android/IOS.
2 liters (Average consuption rate is 1/2 liter). 
Google Home y Alexa.
Waterl level alarm
Non-stop Fitration system, 24 hrs. 
Smart turn ooff system. 
Suitable for dogs and cats.

Technical product specifications

My Home app



Smart Balance
Smart Scale

The SmartBalance has a capacity of 180 kg, plus a high-precision 
strain gauge sensor system, and step-on technology for weight 
function. The scale can measure body fat, water, muscle, bone, 
calories and BMI. Turns off automatically, as well as allowing WiFi 
connection and through the SmartMart app.
SmartBalance has a 6 mm tempered safety glass platform and an 
LED display.
When it goes to zero it automatically shuts off. It has a low 
power/overload indicator.
Can be connected to the SmartMart app available for IOS and 
Android.



Measuring method
Platform

Display
Max Weight

Function
Habilities

On/Off
Notifications

Energy
App

High precision extensometricl gauges system.
Tempered glass platform, 6 mm.
LED screen.
180kg.
"Step-on" Technology to take measure.
The scale can measure and register fat 
percentage, IMC, Water, muscle, bone, and 
calories.
Automatic Zero and Turn on/off.
Low power / Overweight.
Battery: 3 x AAA – LR03 1,5 volts.
Wifi App: SmartMart.

Technical product specifications

My Home app



Smart Camera X2
Smart Security Camera

Perfect camera for indoor use: Connect it to your wireless network, 
place your camera anywhere in your home and stay safe from any 
threat. From your mobile device you can view the content online
Movement sensor: Alarm with integrated motion sensor, when the 
motion detector is activated, the WiFi camera will send an alert to 
your smartphone, achieving to record a small clip of the event on 
an SD card
Night vision: night light integrated. When the camera is in the 
dark, it will start the night vision function to record clearly at night.



Image Sensor
Lens

IR Leds
 Min. Light

Night vision
IR Filter

 Dimensions
Weight

Resolution
Compression

Effective pixels
Visual Angle

Frame rate
Modes
Audio

1/2.7-inch CMOS sensor
3.6mm fijo
2
0.01Lux
8-10 mts
Automatic change filter
70×70×91mm
0.098kg
1080P / 2MP
Profile H.264 High
1920x1080P
80 degrees
1080P 15FPS
HD & SD
Bidirectional

Network Interface
Protocols

DNS dinámico
DHCP

Wifi standard
Frequency

Antennas
Gain

 Network Security 
Administration

 Motion detection
Notifications

 Certifications
Energy consumption

Wifi, no RJ45
IP, TCP, DHCP WPS.
Si
Automati
IEEE 802.11n/g/b (150Mbps/54Mbps/11Mbps) 
2.4GHz
1, Omnidirectional
3dBi
WEP, WPA-PSK, WPA2-PSK
From App, available on Adroid and iOS
Yes
Push, mobile phone.
CE, FCC ID, UL
5V 1A

Technical product specifications

My Home app



Smart Camera F3
Smart Security Camera

The Smart PTZ Camera WiFi F3 is a complete, high-quality 
security camera for indoor use with a price--quality hard to beat. 
Has an excellent viewing range with 2MP images. With built-in 
infrared sensors, it can perform surveillance in dark conditions, 
even detecting movement of potential threats. His panning 
movements, inclination, and zoom lens allows the camera to 
rotate on its own axis, giving a much wider view of the 
environment.



Image sensor
Lens

Infrared
Minimum Illumination

Night Vision Range 
Filtro de infrarrojos 

Dimensions
Weight

Resolution
Compression

Effective pixel count 
Movement range 

Visual angle
Frame rate

Display modes

1/2.7-inch CMOS sensor
3.6mm Fixed
6
0.01Lux
8-10 meters
Automatic change filter
98*100*114mm
0.232kg
1080P / 2MP
High profile H.264
1920x1080P
Horizontal: 355º / Vertical: 110º 
80 degrees
1080P 15FPS
HD & SD

Audio communication
Network interface

Protocols
DNS dynamic

DHCP
Wireless Standards 

Frequency
Antennas

Antenna gain
Network security

Remote administration 
Motion detection.

Method of notification 
Certifications

Energy consumption

Bidirectional
RJ45
IP, TCP, DHCP WPS.
Yes
Automatic
IEEE 802.11n/g/b (150Mbps/54Mbps/11Mbps) 
2.4GHz
1, Omnidirectional
3dBi
WEP, WPA-PSK, WPA2-PSK
Android and IOS
Yes
Push, cell phone.
CE, FCC ID, UL
5V 1A

Technical specifications of the product

My Home app



Smart Camera F8
Smart Security Camera

The Smart PTZ Camera WiFi F8 is a perfect alternative to monitor 
your indoor spaces with high quality security. Has an excellent 
range of vision with sharp 2MP images. With infrared sensors you 
can perform surveillance in dark conditions, even detecting 
movements of potential threats. Your panning movements, 
inclination, and zoom allow the camera to rotate on its own axis, 
allowing a much wider view of the environment.



Image sensor
Lent

Infrared LEDs 
Minimum illumination

Night vision range 
Infrared filter

Dimensions
Weight

Resolution
Compression

Effective pixel count 
Movement range 

Visual angle
Frame rate

Display modes

1/2.7-inch CMOS sensor
3.6mm fixed
4
0.01Lux
8-10 meters
Automatic change filter
86×79×113mm
0.204kg
1080P / 2MP
Perfil H.264 alta
1920x1080P
Horizontal: 355º / Vertical: 110º 
80 degrees
1080P 15FPS
HD & SD

Audio communication
Network interface

Protocols
DNS dynamic

DHCP
Wireless Standards 

Frequency
Antennas

Antenna gain
Network security 

Remote administration 
Motion detection

Method of notification 
Certifications

Energy consumption

Bidirectional
RJ45
IP, TCP, DHCP WPS.
Yes
Automatic
IEEE 802.11n/g/b (150Mbps/54Mbps/11Mbps) 
2.4GHz
1, Omnidirectional
3dBi
WEP, WPA-PSK, WPA2-PSK
Android and IOS
Yes
Push, cell phone.
CE, FCC ID, UL
5V 1A

Technical specifications of the product



Square Camera D-2
High-definition, and quality wireless WiFi smart camera for indoor 
use. Has 24-hour continuous recording capability, as well as 
motion detection, night vision and bidirectional audio.They also 
feature automatic tracking, motion zone selection, and their lens 
can be covered.
1080P resolution camera.
Compatible with Micro SD card, maximum capacity of 128 GB, 
NVR, available on IOS and Android.

Smart Security Camera



Model
Definition
Recording

Audio
Sensor

Card
Storage

OS
Certifiction

Smart WiFi camerai.
HD 1080P
continuous 24H
bidirectional
Motion detector
Compatible with Micro SD card, 128 GB max.
NVR Storage available.
Android and iPhone.
CE, FCC, Rohs snd other notifications.

Technical specifications of the product

My Home app



Bullet Camera
BulletCam is an outdoor smart camera, with 1080p HD resolution, 
supports 24-hour continuous recording, and is dustproof and 
waterproof.
Receives bidirectional audio and AI motion detection. It is able to 
connect to WiFi networks and supports cloud storage, NVR. 
ISupports IOS and Android app download, QR code and AP mode 
connection.
BulletCam has a color night vision function.
Is capable of activating its intelligent alarm upon detection of 
strange movements.
Not only is it a high-resolution camera, it also features an audio 
input/output Microphone/speaker.

Smart Outdoor Security Camera



Model
Definition
Recording

IP Index
Audio

Sensor
Conection

Card
Storage

OS
Certifiction

Outdoor WiFi Smart Camera.
HD 1080P
Continuous Recording, 24 Hrs.
Event recordings.
IP 65
Bidirectional
AI Motion Detection.
2,4 GHz WiFi 
Micro SD, 128 GB Max
NVR Storage available.
Android and iPhone.
CE, FCC, Rohs snd other notifications.

Technical specifications of the product

My Home app



Smart Camera OD
Smart Camera OD has many features and one of them is its 1080 
full HD video quality, live streaming and real time recordings in 
addition to playback, it can detect human body by AI to reduce 
false alarms, it has night visibility up to 10 m and a wide viewing 
angle of 130°, the best is its 100% wireless installation (supports 
magnetic wall mounting).
Smart Camera OD supports bidirectional audio between phone 
and camera (Half Duplex)
Power is supplied by 9600 mAh rechargeable lithium batteries.
Local storage is via a micro SD card up to 128 GB and cloud storage 
support.

Smart Outdoor Security Camera



Model
Definition
Recording

Detection
Night vision

Sensor
Conection

Card
Audio

OS
Battery

Working time
Installation

IP Index

Outdoor WiFi Smart Camera.
HD 1080P
Continuous Recording, 24 Hrs.
Event recordings.
AI Human detection, reducing false alarms.
Till 10 m.
Wide 130º.
2,4 GHz Wi-Fi.
Micro SD, 128 GB max.
Bidirectional
iOS and Android.
 Rechargable Lithium bateries 9600 mAh.
 4 months (waking 10 times a day).
100% wireless (magetic wallmount available).
IP 65

Technical specifications of the product

My Home app



My CoffeeMaker  is a Smart coffee machine that allows you to start 
brews and adjust settings on your smartphone to craft your 
perfect cup of coffee. You can also set schedules.

Imagine: add the grinds before you go to bed or anytime you 
want, and have your coffee maker ready to brew a hot cup of fresh 
coffee right when you wake up, saving time and energy and evenn 
maintaining it on the temperature you like for the time you need.

My CoffeeMaker
Smart Coffee Machine



Capacity
Heating Power

Keeping Warm Power
Adjusts

Accesories

Program
NW.
GW.

Packing size

1.25L 
730w
50w
14 adjustable coarseness settings 
Detachable professional Stainless-steel taper 
cutter 
Automatic shut-off (20-120 minutes)
15.3kgs
16.3kgs
66.5x37.5x46.2cm

Technical product specifications

My Home app



My SmartHeat
Smart Glass Panel Heater

My SmartHeat is a Smart space heater that allows you to keep 
your spaces at the temperature you like, avoiding the cold to take 
over your house or any space arond 40 cubic meters.
Fast and completly silent, is a great and safe alternative to the 
traditional heaters tahnks to the technology and the posibility to 
control it from your phone at any time and from anywhere.
Turn it on with no concerns, avoiding accidents and hazzards with 
the automatic turn off.



Power
Function

Programs
Panel

Heating
Safety

Power Chord
Settings
Control

Cover
Disposition

 1000W
With 6 polit orders
4 pre-set programs
Splash proof rating IP24; panel 
X-shape Heating Element
Thermal cut-off protection 
outer length:1.5m 
With one week program setting 
Electronic control and LCD display 
Using tempered glass as front
Wall-mounted function is available 

Technical product specifications

My Home app



My SmartCool
Smart Air Cooler

My Smartcool is a powerfull air cooler that can take away the heat 
i your house at anytimee you want. Turn it on or off remotely with 
the same application of all your SmartMart devices. Control the 
precise temperature you want for the time you preffer.

One more thing: Forget about the annoying sound of the regular 
fans. The operation silence is respectfull and just amazing.



Motion
Function

Modes
Speeds

PowerCapacidad de 
Noise

Rated frecuency
Evaporation

Rated Voltage
Maxium water load

Rated Air Volume
Energy efficiency

Time Settings
Sterilization Function

Swing
Cooling
3 Wind Modes
3 Wind Speeds
55W
≤58 dB (A)
50Hz
500mL/H 
Rated Voltage: 110~220VAC
3.3L 
280m3/h 
Ratio: 5 
1/2/4/8 hours timer settings 
positive and negative ions & UV

NW.
GW.

Package Dimensions
 Product Size

N.W / G.W
6.5kgs / 7.5kgs
29.8x25.2x73 cm
35.6x31x77.7 cm

Technical product specifications

My Home app



My SmarKettle
Smart Kettle

Smart Boiler will take the hot water available in your house at 
anytime you need, keeping it hot for long time if you want.
Control the temperature for all your infusions as precise as you 
need from the comfort of your smartphone.

Feel safe with the excellent manufacture, made with stainless 
steel that will prevent the kettle to rust and his reinforced 
borosilicate glass of high density.



Decoration
Capacity

Rotation angle
Function

Power
Body

On/Off Indicator
Safety

Adjustments

NW.
GW.

Packing size

Stainless Steel / Thermal plastic
1.7 liters
360°,easy to use 
Keep warm function 
110/240V AC 50-60Hz 1850-2200W 
With hight borosilicate glass, durable and strain 
resistant 
LED light ring
Concealed stainless steel heating element 
Adjustable temperature include 40 to 100°C for 
selection
11.4kgs
12.5kgs
68.7x46.2x33.8cm

Technical product specifications

My Home app



My SmartBlender
Smart Blender with Heater

My SmartBlender brings a world of possibilities to your kitchen, 
making you able to cook like a great chef with the help of your 
smartphone.

Cook smoothies, milks, soups, jams, grind everything you want to 
get to the recipe you need.
Soups? Yes! Our SmartBlender not just blends, put also heats your 
preparations to boil and make creams and hot soups without 
leaving the jug.



Motor Power
Jar

Heating Power
Safety

Tanque de agua
Habilities

Programs

Decoration
Tiempo de carga

Motor
Lid

Powerful 1380w
Glass Jar with 1.75 lt max capacity ( 1.4 l for soup )  
600W heating power  
Two safety locks (on base and on the lid of the 
glass jug )  
It can cook: Smoothie, ALT milk, soup, jam, puree, 
grinding, etc. 
8 pre-programmed cycles tell the motor when to 
speed up, slow down and shut off automatically. 
Silver spray on the main body and blender jar 
handle,
23500 RPM, 9535 motor 
With opening for easy filling (ingredients can be 
added via the opening while mixing)

Coocking alternatives

Includes

Voltage
Panel

Speeds

From hot soups in about 30 minutes to your 
favorite smoothies in a minute, the does it all. 
A cooking guide.Has everything you need to 
know about each setting and plenty of easy, 
delicious recipes to try. 
120V
LED touch panel 
9 speeds (up to 23500 rpm)

Technical product specifications

My Home app



Floodlight S2
Smart Light

The FloodLight S2 is a high-definition 1080p quality security camera 
that incorporates powerful motion-activated LED reflectors. Receive 
motion-activated notifications on your cell phone, tablet or computer 
and monitor your home at any time with the SmartMart Home app, 
where control of all your smart home equipment is integrated. 
Remove blind spots or dark areas with built-in color night vision and 
two LED reflectors that brighten the environment to enhance image 
capture while deterring potential threats. It easily installs outside your 
home and connects to wifi for 24-hour peace of mind. With an SD 
card, you can record all your videos, review what you missed and share 
videos and photos. It is easy to operate and you can pair and operate 
it with Alexa to help you keep an eye on your home.



APP
CPU

Sensor
Video Compression 
Audio Compression 
Calidad de imagen 

Visual Angle
Frame rate 

Storage
Wi-Fi

Bandwidth 
Operating temperature

 Moisture
Energy

Consumption

SmartMart Home 
RTS3903N 
SC2235
H.264
G711a 8K-16bit Mono
1080P 1920*1080
110°
50Hz: 15fps@1080p
Micro SD(Max128G)
2.4 GHz ~ 2.4835 GHz IEEE802.11b/g/n
20/40MHz
-10°C~+40°C
10% - 90%
AC100-240V 50/60Hz
25W±10%

Infrared
Color temperature 

Chromogenic number 
Light flux

Angle of illumination 
PIR sensor distance 

Light range
Size

5-10 meters
5000K±350K
Ra>80
2500-3000LM
95 grades
4-8 meters
Radius de 5 meters
258mm×188mm×184mm

Technical specifications of the product

My Home app



Floodlight S1
Smart Light

The FloodLight S1 is a high-definition 1080p quality security camera that 
incorporates powerful motion-activated LED reflectors. Receive 
motion-activated notifications on your cell phone, tablet or computer 
and monitor your home at any time with the SmartMart Home app, 
where control of all your smart home equipment is integrated. Delete 
blind spots or dark areas with built-in color night vision and two LED 
reflectors that brighten the environment to enhance image capture 
while deterring potential threats. Easily installs outside your home and 
connects to WiFi for 24 hours. With an SD card, you can record all your 
videos, review what you missed and share videos and photos. It is easy 
to operate and you can pair and operate it with Alexa to help you keep 
an eye on your home.



APP
CPU

Sensor
Video Compression 
Audio Compression 
Calidad de imagen 

Visual Angle
Frame rate 

Storage
Wi-Fi

Bandwidth 
Operating temperature

 Moisture
Energy

Consumption

Infrared
Color temperature 

Chromogenic number 
Light flux

Angle of illumination 
PIR sensor distance 

Light range
Size

SmartMart Home 
RTS3903N 
SC2235
H.264
G.711a/PCM/AAC
1080P 1920*1080
110°
50Hz: 15fps@1080p
Micro SD(Max128G)
2.4 GHz ~ 2.4835 GHz IEEE802.11b/g/n
20/40MHz
-10°C~+40°C
10% - 90%
AC100-240V 50/60Hz
25W±10%

5-10 metros
5000K±350K
Ra>80
2000-2500LM
110 grados
4-8 metros
Radio de 5 metros
283mm*133mm*184mm

Technical specifications of the product

My Home app



Gu10
Smart bulb

With the SmartMart GU10 bulb you can control and switch 
between 16 million colors and create the ambiance directly from 
your mobile device. It also gives you the use and synchronization 
with virtual assistants such as Amazon Alexa and Google assistant, 
with which you can control all the functions available in "My Home 
App".
The WiFi connection allows you to manage it just by being 
connected to a wireless network.

Weight
Dimensions

Energy
Equivalence

Lumens
Energy efficiency

Light angle
Tip
RA

TCC
VET

Dark
Useful life

0.100 kg
10 x 12 x 7
5W
32W
0-400 Lm
A+
120
Gu10
>80
RGB+2700~6500 K
0.5
yes
15.000H

Specifications of the product



E27
Smart bulb

SmartMart presents its new E27 Smart Light Bulbs for the Home, 
designed to make your life easier and transform your home into a 
Smart Home.  Through our Smartmart APP you can turn your 
lights on and off remotely from anywhere. Create your own 
captivating spaces by selecting the optimal brightness level at any 
time of the day. Live Smart By using simple voice commands to 
control your smart device through Amazon Alexa or Google 
Assistant. Download the SmartMart APP App from the Google 
Play Store or Apple Store. Control all SmartMart products from a 
single app.

0.100 kg
10 x 12 x 7
9W
60W
0-810 Lm
A+
200
E27
>80
RGB+2700~6500 K
0.5
yes
15.000H

Specifications of the product

Weight
Dimensions

Energy
Equivalence

Lumens
Energy efficiency

Light angle
Tip
RA

TCC
VET

Dark
Useful life



A60 / A65
Smart Bulb

SmartMart presents its new A60/A65 Smart 
Light Bulbs for the Home, designed to make 
your life easier and transform your home into 
a Smart Home.  Through our Smartmart 
APP you can turn your lights on and off 
remotely from anywhere. Create your own 
captivating spaces by selecting the optimal 
brightness level at any time of the day. Live 
Smart By using simple voice commands to 
control your smart device through Amazon 
Alexa or Google Assistant. Download the 
SmartMart APP App from the Google Play 
Store or Apple Store. Control all SmartMart 
products from a single app.

Smart led panel light

SmartMart presents its new way of lighting with 
Led Smart Panel, designed mainly to make your 
life easier and transform your home into a 
Smart Home.  Through our Smartmart APP you 
will be able to turn on and off your lights remo-
tely from anywhere. Create your own captiva-
ting spaces by selecting the optimal brightness 
level at any time of the day. Live smart by using 
simple voice commands to control your smart 
device through Amazon Alexa or Google Assis-
tant. Download the SmartMart APP app from 
the Google Play Store or Apple Store. Control all 
SmartMart products from a single app and all 
this with a new look that will benefit the aesthe-
tics you want to give your home.

Led Smart 
Panel

Smart led spotlight

This new way of lighting with its LED reflector 
is easily installed. Through our Smartmart APP 
you will be able to turn on and off your lights 
remotely from anywhere. Create your own 
captivating spaces by selecting the optimal 
brightness level at any time of the day. Live 
smart by using simple voice commands to 
control your smart device through Amazon 
Alexa or Google Assistant. Download the 
SmartMart APP app from the Google Play 
Store or Apple Store. Control all SmartMart 
products from a single app and all this with a 
new look that will benefit the aesthetics you 
want to give your home.

Smart 
Floodlight



Power
Voltage

PF
Lumen
CCT (K)

Beam Angl
Base

7-10W
100-240
0.7
470-806 (lm)
1800-6500
240º
E27/B22

Voltage
PF

CRI
Warranty

CCT 
Material

220-240 V
>0.7
>80
15.000H
RGB + CCT
PMMA + Aluminium

Voltage
Watt

PF
CRI

Warranty
CCT 

220-240 V
10-20 W
>0.5
>80
15.000H
RGB + CCT

Specifications of the product

A 60

Power
Voltage

PF
Lumen
CCT (K)

Beam Angl
Base

12-14W
100-240
0.7
1055-1500 (lm)
1800-6500
240º
E27/B22

A 65

Specifications of the product Specifications of the product

A60 / A65
Led Smart 
Panel

Smart 
Floodlight



Avenida del Parque 4160, Torre A, Oficiba 107.
Huechuraba, Santiago - Chile.

contacto@smartmart.cl

www.smartmart.cl


